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Who Cares About the Rights of Indigenous
Children? Infanticide in Brazilian Indian Tribes
Aquila Mazzinghy Alvarenga*
I. INTRODUCTION
A. THE LIVING CONDITIONS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN BRAZIL
International law entitles indigenous peoples to a full range of human
rights.' Nevertheless, "in many parts of the world, [they] suffer from a
history of discrimination and exclusion that has left them on the margins of
the larger societies in which they exist. For this reason, they face great
difficulties in maintaining and developing their own models of
development and well-being and are consequently disproportionately
affected by poverty and exclusion."2' 3
* Aquila Mazzinghy, LL.M. International Legal Studies, American University
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Vigosa, Brazil, 2008. This Article is based on a qualification paper for the LL.M. degree at
American University Washington College of Law. Aquila Mazzinghy is the 2009
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human rights and development for the national and international Latino/a community. He
has recently worked in a capacity building educational programme with the Permanent
Mission of Brazil to the UN in Geneva, Switzerland. The author would like to thank
Professor Diane F. Orentlicher and Professor Rajeev Purohit for their useful insights and
support as well as Ann Jordan, from the American University Center for Human Rights and
Humanitarian Law, with whom he discussed various issues arising in this article.
1. U.N. DEVELOPMENT GROUP, GUIDELINES ON INDIGENOUS PEOPLES' ISSUES, U.N. Doc.
HR/P/PT/16, at 4 (Apr. 2009). [hereinafter UNDG GUIDELINES].
2. Id.
3. Raidza Torres, The Rights of Indigenous Populations: The Emerging International
Norm, 16 YALEJ. INT'LL. 127, 133 (1991). Raidza Torres explains that:
Despite variations in the specific political and historical circumstances .
nearly all indigenous groups share a common set of problems. These
problems largely result from the nature of the relationship between
colonizers and conquered indigenous populations. . .. The dynamics of the
colonial relationship have left indigenous populations with four basic needs,
namely the need for: (a) cultural protections; (b) recognition of land claims;
(c) recognition of individual, economic and social (welfare) rights; and (d)
political autonomy.
Id.
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In Brazil, from the time of colonization until today, land disputes have
had devastating consequences on indigenous populations. The Portuguese
first colonized Brazil in 1500, beginning a migration process that would
last until the twentieth century.4 These colonists gradually settled lands
otherwise occupied by indigenous peoples. Before these Europeans
arrived, the population of indigenous peoples in Brazil was as many as ten
million, and an estimated 5.6 million indigenous peoples inhabited the
Amazon alone.6  Indigenous Brazilians spoke approximately 1,300
different languages among the many tribes. Up to the last demographic
census (2000), official government numbers placed indigenous populations
at about 460,000 people.8 Portuguese colonization contributed to the
extinction of many indigenous groups, through direct violence, new
diseases brought over from Europe, and policies designed to "assimilate"
the tribes into Portuguese culture.9 Thus, the population decrease is both a
direct and an indirect consequence of forcing indigenous people away from
their lands and livelihood practices.10
The tragic result of this tainted history between colonists and
indigenous groups is that many members of Brazilian indigenous groups
live in extreme poverty, and have been victims of cruel treatment and
murder.11, 12 Despite some progress over the years,13 many indigenous
4. See Os Indios, H6 500 Anos [500 Years Ago]. FUNDACAO NACIONAL DO INDIO -
FUNAI [NATIONAL INDIAN FOUNDATION], http://www.funai.gov.br/indios/fr-conteudo.htm
(last visited Oct. 21, 2010) [hereinafter Hd 500 Anos].
5. Id.
6. Os Indios, A Chegada do Europeu [The Arrival of European]. FUNDACAO NACIONAL
DO INDIO -FUNAI [NATIONAL INDIAN FOUNDATION], http://www.funai.gov.br/indios/
fr conteudo.htm (last visited Oct. 21, 2010).
7. Id.
8. Os Indios, 0 Indio Hoje [The Indian Today], FUNDACAO NACIONAL DO iNDIO -
FUNAI [NATIONAL INDIAN FOUNDATION], http://www.funai.gov.br/indios/fr-conteudo.htm
(last visited Aug. 29, 2010) [hereinafter 0 Indio Hoje].
9. H6 500 anos, supra note 4.
10. Id.
11. World Org. Against Torture, List of Issues Arising from the Second Periodic Report
of Brazil to the Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, at 4, 5 (Apr. 22,
2008), http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/cescr/docs/info-ngos/OMCTBrazilwg4O.pdf
(last visited Oct. 21, 2010). ("Disputes for land rights have caused violent reactions against
Brazilian indigenous peoples .... Consequentely, violence and killings have repeatedly
tainted the relations between indigenous peoples and other minorities on one side, and
landowners on the other.").
12. Id. at 8 ("Xukuru, Truka [indigenous] groups live in conditions of social
marginalization, economic deprivation and extreme poverty and are frequently victims of
police violence, including murder attempts against those defending their land rights.").
13. Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of
Indigenous People, Rep. on the Situation of Human Rights of Indigenous Peoples in Brazil,
Human Rights Council, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/12/34/Add.2, at 19 (Aug. 26, 2009) (by James
Anaya). "The [Brazilian] Government has made some noteworthy efforts to improve
indigenous health services more generally and adapt them to the particular needs of
indigenous communities." Id Such efforts include: providing a network of health services,
creating indigenous health committees to help implement health programs, creating a
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peoples still face poverty, starvation, and economic marginalization.14 In
1999, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the situation of human
rights and fundamental freedoms of indigenous people noted that, due to
precarious land tenure situations, indigenous people suffer from poor health
conditions.15  The Special Rapporteur also expressed that indigenous
populations in Brazil lack access to adequate health assistance.16  The
report indicated that "malnutrition, dengue, malaria, hepatitis, tuberculosis
and parasites are among the frequent ailments and principal causes of
death."17
B. THE LIVING CONDITIONS OF INDIGENOUS CHILDREN IN BRAZIL
Indigenous children, reports UNICEF, are "among the most
marginalized groups in society and are frequently denied the enjoyment of
their rights, including the highest attainable standard of health [and]
protection.",1 In Brazil, the situation is no different. Health problems
among Brazilian indigenous children are shameful. Indigenous children
grow up malnourished and have high levels of mortality. 19 , 20 They also
face serious obstacles to education, such as geographic obstacles in the
forests and limited access to primary education in their mother tongue. 2 1
One could argue that each of these alone constitutes a serious violation of
basic human rights and dignity.
The infant mortality rate among Brazilian indigenous tribes is
strikingly high. A 2000 demographic census found that for every thousand
nutritional monitoring system to distribute food and vitamins in critical areas, and
establishing "health posts" to "provide secondary or tertiary health services to indigenous
peoples." Id. However, these services have been "hamstrung" by financial limitations and
management problems, resulting in poor delivery of health services to indigenous peoples.
"According to one study, even with significant increases in Government funding for
indigenous health between 2003 and 2006, the delivery of services worsened in most areas
and infant mortality rose among the indigenous population." Id.
14. 0 Indio Hoje, supra note 8.
15. Human Rights Council, supra note 13, at 18.
16. Id.
17. Id.
18. United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), Innocenti Research Centre: Ensuring the
Rights of Indigenous Children, INNOCENTI DIGEST No. 11, at 2, http://www.unicef.org/
lac/ensuring%282%29.pdf [hereinafter INNOCENTI 11].
19. Aquila Mazzinghy Alvarenga, The Demarcation Case of Raposa Serra do Sol
Indigenous Land in Brazil, 1 AM. U. INT'L. LEGAL STUD. PROGRAM L.J. 89 (2009).
20. Mercio Pereira Gomes, President, Nat'l Indian Found. (FUNAI), Statement on the 4th
Session of the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues at the United Nations
Headquarters, New York (May 16-26, 2005) (transcript available at http://www.un.int/bra-
zil/speech/005d-FUNAI-president.html). In the Xavante villages located in the municipal
districts of Barra do Gargas, Campindpolis, Agua Boa, Paranatinga and Nova Xavantina,
Brazil, the infant mortality rate had reached the high number of 110 per 1000 in 2005. Id.
21. MINORITY RIGHTS GROUP INT'L, STATE OF THE WORLD'S MINORITIES AND INDIGENOUS
PEOPLES 2009: EVENTS OF 2008, at 18 (Preti Taneja ed.) (2009). "Indigenous peoples have to
confront particular obstacles to education and tend to face discrimination that excludes them
from access to schools or else attempts to assimilate. Id.
19
Indian children born alive in Brazil, forty to fifty died within the first year
of life. Meanwhile, the non-indigenous population had a mortality rate of
about twenty children per thousand.22 UNICEF's 2006 situation analysis of
Brazil's children, indicated that indigenous infant mortality rates were
particularly high among the Guarani-Kaiowis and Xavante tribes, in the
states of Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul, respectively, which drew
attention "to the severity of the problem of child malnutrition in indigenous
communities." 2 3 UNICEF further reported that in the first four months of
2005, the Guarani-Kaiowds suffered 21 deaths of children under the age of
five years, and the Xavante lost 6 children under the age of five.24
In Brazil, high indigenous infant mortality rates are significantly linked
to the lack of adequate health assistance. Lack of health care puts children
at risk for disease and malnutrition. Numerous Brazilian indigenous
children die every year from preventable diseases.25' 26 Malnutrition also
affects many indigenous populations in Brazil. 27
22. Tom Phillips, Brazil on Course to Hit Child Mortality Target as Living Standards
Improve, GUARDIAN.CO.UK, Sept. 14, 2010, http://www.guardian.co.uk/globaldevelopment/
2010/sep/14/mdg4-brazil-child-mortality; See generally Instituto Brasilerio de Geografia e
Estatistica (IBGE), Evolu(do e Perspectivas da Mortalidade Infantil no Brasil
[Developments and Prospects in Child Mortality in Brazil], Estudos e Pesquisas Informaqio
Demogrifica e Socioecon6mica, numero 2 [Studies and Research Socioeconomic and
Demographic Information, No. 2] (1999), http://ibge.gov.br/home/estatistica/populacao/
evolucao..perspectivas.mortalidade/evolucao mortalidade.pdf.
23. UNICEF, THE STATE OF BRAZIL'S CHILDREN 2006: CHILDREN UP TO THE AGE OF 6
YEARS, THE RIGHT TO SURVIVAL AND DEVELOPMENT 44 (2005) [hereinafter STATE OF
BRAZIL'S CHILDREN], available at http://www.uniceforg/sitan/files/Brazil SitAn -2006.pdf.
24. Id. The next periodic demographic census will be released in Brazil only at the end
of 2010. Meanwhile, the Brazilian government agency for promoting and protecting the
health of indigenous peoples (FUNASA) acknowledges that some progress on the child
mortality rate has been recorded over the past few years. According to FUNASA, that rate
was reduced by 37.24% from 2000 to 2008. See Relat6rio de Gestjo, MINISTRY OF HEALTH
(FUNASA), http://www.funasa.gov.br/intemet/arquivos/conhecaFunasa/prestContas/RE-
LATORIO DE GESTAO - BA - 2008.pdf (last visited Oct. 21, 2010) [hereinafter FUNASA
2008 Report].
25. Sabine Dolan, Reaching Out to Brazil's Most Disadvantaged: The Plight of
Indigenous Children UNICEF-BRAZIL (Apr. 8, 2005), http://www.unicef.org/infobycountry
/brazil_25958.html?q-printme. According to UNICEF:
[I]n the municipality of Dourados in southwestern Brazil's region of Mato
Grosso do Sul, 25 indigenous children belonging to the KaiowA-Guarani
tribe have died so far [in 2005]. Children under two years old regularly die
from preventable diseases; nearly 40 children are currently in hospitals
suffering from infections related to malnutrition, and many suffer from
anemia. Babies are exclusively breastfed for over six months because
families are too poor to feed them.
Id.
26. INNOCENTI 11 supra note 18, at 10.
Health services, including vaccination against easily preventable diseases,
and information on health issues are often lacking in areas inhabited by
indigenous peoples. . . . The distribution of medical services tends to reflect,
at least in part, the level of government investment. According to a recent
report, the annual amount spent by the Brazilian government on indigenous
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C. THE SENSITIVE ISSUE OF INFANTICIDE IN BRAZILIAN INDIAN TRIBES.
There is another potential, much more controversial reason behind
these high rates of infant mortality: the problem of infanticide.28 Due to the
sensitivity of the issue, it is likely to cause misunderstandings,
underestimations, overestimations, or even denial of the problem. One of
the reasons for so much divergence is that infanticide, as it will be
discussed in this article, is generally masked---or hidden-under the label
of malnutrition. If considered in that context, this means that a small, but
considerable, percentage of the cases of indigenous children death
attributed to malnutrition is actually due to infanticide.2 9
According to unofficial records,30 infanticide has been recorded in
Brazil among the Uaiuai, the Bororo, the Mehinaco, the Tapirap6, the
Ticuna, the Amondaua, the Uru-eu-wau-wau, the Suruwaha, the Deni, the
Jarawara, the Jaminawa, the Wauri, the Kuikuro, the Kamayurd, the
Parintintin, the Yanomami, the ParacanA, and the Kajabi indigenous
peoples.3 1 One of the reasons why infanticide is an issue of extreme social
relevance is because infanticide intersects with indigenous culture,32
tradition, people's beliefs and assumptions, right to life and rights of the
children. "Society's judgments about infanticide hinge on world views
(sets of assumptions and values, often unconscious) that permit users to
health care is just over $7 per capita, as opposed to the per capita average of
$33 for the country as a whole. Even where indigenous communities have
access to health services, essential medicines may not be available if there is
inadequate economic support for indigenous health programmes.
INNOCENTI 11 supra note 18, at 10. Furthermore, "Indigenous children rarely enjoy the
same standard of health or have the same access to health care services as their non-
indigenous peers. In income-rich and income-poor countries alike, infant and child mortality
rates are higher among indigenous groups than national populations." Id. at 9.
27. Projeto Vigisus I - 1998-2004 (Vigisus Project). Minist6rio da Safide. FUNASA (last
visited Nov. 11, 2010). According to FUNASA, high rates of malnutrition, child
malnutrition was highly unacceptable in many indigenous communities in the period from
1998 to 2004. Id.
28. Infanticide is the act of killing a newborn child, usually by the parents or with their
consent. In archaic usage, the word referred also to killing an unborn child. Also termed
child destruction or neonaticide. Feticide or felicide is the practice of killing newborn
children, also called child-slaying. BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 704 (9th ed. 2009).
29. See infra Section II D.
30. See infra Section II.
31. Infanticide Among Brazil's Indigenous Communities, HAKANLORG, http://www.
hakani.org/en/infanticide-among.asp (last visited Aug. 29, 2010).
32. For the purposes of this Article, culture will be regarded as:
the patterned behaviors and mental constructs that individuals learn, are
taught, and share within the context of the group to which they belong. ...
Most authors, however, agree that culture refers to a set of values that are
common to a group of people, and that these values are continuously taught,
both consciously and unconsciously, by members of the group to new
members, thus passing the culture from one generation to the next.
GERMAN R. NOTEZ G., Culture and Disabilities, in DISABILITY AND PUB. HEALTH 65, 65
(Charles E. Drum et al., eds., 2009).
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perceive, categorise, and understand events and socialise their children
accordingly." 33
The sensitive nature of the infanticide issue is also related to the fact
that "indigenous peoples, as collectivities, have distinct and unique cultures
and world views, and their current needs and aspirations for the future may
differ from those of the mainstream population." 34  Thus, infanticide in
Brazilian indigenous tribes represents a deeper conflict: the cultural
practice of a particular endangered population clashing with internationally
recognized rights that regard the practice of infanticide as intolerable. The
issue becomes whether the right of a people to practice their culture is
limited "at the point at which it infringes on another human right."3 5 The
human right at stake here is the indigenous child's individual right to her
own life, and this right directly challenges the collective right of indigenous
peoples to perform their cultural practices. This debate goes to the core of
the nature of rights, the nature of culture itself, and the relationship
36between these two concepts.
33. Caroline de Hilari et al., When Is Deliberate Killing of Young Children Justified?
Indigenous Interpretations of Infanticide in Bolivia, 86 Soc. Sci. & MED. 352, 358-59
(2009).
34. UNDG GUIDELINES, supra note 1, at 4.
35. Diana Ayton-Shenker, The Challenge of Human Rights and Cultural Diversity,
United Nations Department of Public Information Background Note (Mar. 1995),
http://www.un.org/rights/dpil627e.htm.
36. Yash Ghai, Universalism and Relativism: Human Rights as a Framework for
Negotiating Interethnic Claims, 21 CARDOZO L. REv. 1095, 1099-1100 (2000).
The following propositions relate to the nature of rights, to the nature of
culture, and to the relationship between the two concepts: (1) Rights are not
necessarily emanations or reflections of culture. In many societies there is
much oppression in the name of culture and tradition. "Rights" are valuable
because they are ahead of "culture." Rights talk has produced powerful
ideas which interrogate culture: equality, feminism, social justice. Most
cultures have some notion of rights. In some they are latent-they can
germinate when conditions change. (2) Even more fundamentally, the
concept of culture is problematic. Culture is protean: it is usually connected
with religion, language, history, folklore, values, dress, cuisine, and, more
broadly, the way people live. Which of these is privileged at a particular
moment, as the crucial manifestation of 'culture,' is more a matter of
political choice than inherent value to the identity of a community. States
have always claimed the right to elaborate the culture of their communities;
the current debate is essentially between states advancing different views of
culture for reasons only tangentially connected with culture. (3) No
community has a static culture, especially today when each community is
confronted with a multiplicity of images, and exposure to others' ways of
life. Rights consciousness itself affects culture; knowledge of other cultures
or moral ideas may make an individual aware of his or her inferior status in
society. (4) Cultures change and intermix-there are multiple cross-cutting
cleavages which blur cultural differences between nations, although there
are times when, under manipulation by some, one characteristic seems to
dominate all others.
Id.
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There is a stark polarization between those who defend indigenous
infanticide as an ancient cultural practice and part of their collective
identity, and those who argue that the right to life of a particular indigenous
child is more important than the right of the whole group to perform the
practice. On one side of this clash are those who contend the practice has
to be understood and respected in context, and on the other side are those
who argue the right to life is more important than cultural traditions.
Part of the clash comes from the fact that the notion of rights as used
by some people is different from that employed by others.37 One of the
sides of that debate "consider[s] rights more absolute, interpersonal, and
more comprehensive in their range."38 The other side is "less committed to
absolutes and often seek to strike balances. They operate under some form
of the doctrine of margin of appreciation, permitting qualifications of
rights." 39
This paper is an attempt to communicate with both notions of "rights."
It is an attempt to seek understanding, to propose dialogue, and to discuss
ways in which both state and society can approach the problem. This paper
has four main objectives. First, it explores infanticide practices from
indigenous people's point of view. Second, it asserts that one cannot weigh
the right to life in terms of Cultural Relativism and Cultural Universalism,
and it demonstrates that the source of validity for the discussion of culture
is to bear in mind that life comes first, that is, life is the sine qua non
condition for the existence of culture. Hence, the right to life has to be
warranted as a way of protecting culture. Ultimately, life is the sine qua
non condition for the existence of culture. Third, this paper demonstrates
that, although infanticide may be culturally acceptable in some tribes, it
violates international human rights law. Fourth, this article proposes
changes in how the Brazilian government deals domestically with the
problem of indigenous infanticide.
II. INDIGENOUS INFANTICIDE: AN OVERVIEW
A. THE STORY OF HAKANI
Hakani was a female child born to the Suruwaha tribe in 1995.40 When
Hakani was born, she was full of smiles. It is said that her parents chose
the name that best described the newborn child. They called her "Hakani,"
which means "smile."4 1
37. Ghai, supra note 36, at 1099-1100.
38. Id. at 1102.
39. Id.
40. Jemimah Wright, Girl Survived Tribe's Custom of Live Baby Burial, World News,
TELEGRAPH.CO.UK, June 27, 2010, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/1555339/
Girl-survived-tribes-custom-of-live-baby-burial.html.
41. Hakani A Girl Called Smile, HAKANi.ORG, http://www.hakani.org/en/hakani-history.
asp (last visited Aug. 29, 2010) [hereinafter Hakani A Girl Called Smile].
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However, as time went on, that smile turned to tears. As Hakani did
not develop the ability to speak in her first two years of life,42 her tribe put
pressure on her parents to silence the "smile."4 3 In the Suruwaha Indian
tribe, children with disabilities have no right to survive." Handicapped
children are believed to be cursed and have to die to save the whole tribe. 4 5
Hakani did not choose to be born disabled. Nevertheless, cultural practice
dictated she had no right to live.46
Hakani's parents, however, chose not to silence the "smile." To escape
from tribal pressure, they decided to kill themselves and leave Hakani and
four other orphaned children behind.47 The duty to kill Hakani was left to
her older brother, who had to bury her alive.48 After Hakani screamed for
some time from inside the ground, someone plucked her from the grave,
and took her back to her family.49 Her family was then obligated by the
tribe to leave Hakani in the jungle. Once more, she was rejected and left
without any care.o She was only two and a half years old. In the jungle,
Hakani survived for three years "on rain water, bark, leaves, and insects
and occasionally scraps of food one of her brothers smuggled to her."5 2
Malnourished and very sick, Hakani very nearly died.53
Hope came for Hakani when one of her brothers took her to a
missionary couple who had been working with indigenous populations in
the Amazon Basin for twenty years.54 At that time, Hakani was five and a
half years old, but only weighed fifteen pounds (seven kilograms) and was
twenty-seven inches long (sixty-nine centimeters). 5 Hakani could not
"respond to [anything], had no facial expressions, no emotion, and would
scream and cry when touched because she had gone for so long without
physical contact." 5 6 The couple then received judicial permission to take
Hakani out of the jungle for medical treatment. Today, Hakani is alive,
probably thanks only to this couple who rescued her.
Hakani's story has become the cornerstone of the Hakani Project,57 an
organization opposing Indian infanticide in Brazil, and featured in a movie:




46. See Wright, supra note 40.










57. Part of the Hakani Project is to lobby for the approval of Muwaji's Law in the
Brazilian Congress. Muwaji's Law is a Bill (PEC-303-2008) to outlaw infanticide, by
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Hakani: A Survivor's Story. Over 300,000 people have already seen the
YouTube trailer for the film.ss
B. FLIPPING THE COIN: THE OTHER SIDE OF HAKANI'S STORY
On the other side of Hakani's story, there are organizations, such as
Survival International, that support indigenous peoples worldwide.5 9
Stephen Corry, Director of Survival International, expresses that, although
Survival considers infanticide to be wrong, the practice in the Amazon is
"exceedingly rare."60 In addition, Corry acknowledges that indigenous
infanticide, it almost always follows the same pattern:
[I]t is the mother's decision and isn't taken lightly. It's made
privately and secretly and is often thought shameful, certainly
tragic. Women usually give birth in the forest interior, alone or
with only one or two other women. If a baby is born severely
deformed and so unlikely to survive-and sometimes for other
reasons as well-it might not be brought back to the house, but left
to die, even killed. Babies are not really considered members of
society, in a way they are not properly human, until they've been
"recognised," often through naming, for example.
Stephen Corry declares that the Hakani campaigners misunderstand the
cultural context in which infanticide practices happen, and that indigenous
amending Article 231 of the Brazilian Constitution. Article 231 of the Brazilian
Constitution provides that Indians are recognized their social organization, customs,
languages, beliefs and traditions, and their original rights over lands they traditionally
occupy. CONsTITulgAo FEDERAL [C.F.] [CONSTITUTION] art. 231 (Braz.). The proposed
amendment would change Article 231 of the Constitution so that Indians would have their
social organization, customs, beliefs and traditions, once the inviolability of the right to life
under Article 5 of that Constitution is respected. Article 5 of the Brazilian Constitution
provides: "All are equal before the law, without distinction whatsoever, guaranteeing
Brazilians and foreigners residing in the country the inviolable right to life, liberty, equality,
safety and property." CONSTITUIAO FEDERAL [C.F.] [CONSTITUTION] art. 5 (Braz.).
58. Survival Int'l, Missionaries Accuse Tribe ofBurying Children Alive, YouTUBE (NOV.
13 2010), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v-hwu- hTfgCOs.
59. Survival International works for tribal peoples' rights in three complementary ways:
education, advocacy and campaigns. It works closely with local indigenous organizations,
and focus on tribal peoples who have the most to lose, usually those most recently in contact
with the outside world. About us. SURVIVAL INT'L. http://www.survivalinternational.org
/info (last visited Oct. 21, 2010).
60. Matthew, Hakani: Paving the Road to Hell, SURVIVAL INTERNATIONAL BLOG (Oct. 3,
2008, 3:43 PM), http://blog.survivalinternational.org/2008/10/03/hakani-paving-the-road-to-
hell [hereinafter SURVIVAL INT'L BLOG, Oct. 3, 2008].




people will be hurt by the campaign.62 Corry asserts the campaign hides
the evangelical purposes of fundamentalist Christian missionary groups. 63
Survival International objects to the Hakani documentary.64 Stephen
Corry alleges that while the Hakani documentary claims indigenous
infanticide is widespread, "[m]ost experts don't believe that."65  Corry
claims most experts on indigenous issues believe that infanticide practices
are rare. He suggests some non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are
driven to evangelize, and argues infanticide figures alleged by those non-
governmental NGOs hide evangelical purposes.66 Corry points out the
Hakani documentary and its message are harmful because they
misleadingly claim infanticide is routine among Indian communities and
incite "feelings of hatred against Indians." 67
C. THE PRACTICE OF INDIGENOUS INFANTICIDE.
Infanticide is an ancient practice. 68, 69 The term infanticide refers to the
killing of unwanted children.70 Children who have physical or mental
62. Stephen Corry Interview, supra note 61, at 4. ("People are being taught to hate
Indians, even wish them dead.. . . To allow such sentiments to force through a law to
divide Indian families would be tragic beyond parody.").
63. Id. at 2-3.
64. Stephen Corry alleges the movie is fake. "It puts together footage from many
different Indian tribes and uses trick photography to make its point. It wasn't filmed in an
Indian community, the earth covering the children's faces is actually chocolate cake, and the
Indians in the film were paid as actors." Stephen Corry Interview, supra note 61, at 1.
Survival International's main critiques to the Hakani's movie is that "even the film's makers
have no proof that the events it shows ever happened," and also that, on the contrary of
helping indigenous peoples to solve the infanticide problem, it has "stirred hate against
tribal peoples." SURVIVAL INT'L BLOG, Oct. 3, 2008, supra note 57.
65. Stephen Corry Interview, supra note 61, at 2.
66. Id. ("[M]ost Indian experts, at least those not driven to evangelize, believe it is rare
and fading away, and that's what most Indians say. We believe it has not happened in many
tribes for years.").
67. Id.
68. See Sabu George et al., Female Infanticide in Rural South India, 27 EcoN. & POL.
WKLY. 1153, 1153 (1992).
69. See also, Michelle Oberman, Mothers Who Kill: Coming to Terms With Modern
American Infanticide, 34 Am. CRIM. L. REV. 1, 6 (1996). Oberman notes that infanticide is
as old as human society, and no culture has been immune to it. Furthermore, infanticide
was "legal throughout the ancient civilizations of Mesopotamia, Greece, and Rome, and was
justified by reasons ranging from population control to eugenics to illegitimacy. Although
Constantine declared infanticide a crime in 318 A.D., all indications are that throughout
much of the history of Western civilization, infanticide remained commonplace." Id.
70. What is Infanticide?, HAKANi.ORG, http://www.hakani.org/en/whatisjinfanticide.asp
(last visited Aug. 31, 2010).
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disabilities, 71 females in general, 72 twins, 7 3 triplets,7 4 and children who have
unmarried mothers75 are considered cursed and given this death sentence. 7 6
Researchers in two indigenous areas of the Bolivian altiplano,
Qaqachaka and Ancoraimes, noted that "all suspected cases of active
infanticide occurred among neonates. Some of the alleged cases of passive
infanticide, including letting an ill child die even when medical help was
available, occurred among older children."7 7  These researchers also
observed a regular "separation of the mother and infant." 78 They noted that
"babies who were placed in rooms apart from their mothers were at
increased risk of filicide. In some cases, mothers claimed to have no breast
milk." 79
According to that research, some indigenous peoples in Bolivia think
that children with defects (cleft palates and lips, additional fingers and toes,
hydrops fetalis) are considered fianqha [bad spirit] and must be eliminated
to restore balance in the community. Killing them is considered obligatory.
Failure to eliminate deformed children can bring natural disasters-
including lightening (a frequent hazard in the Andes) and crop failure.so
If [a child] is born badly, they kill it because it is a bad sign for the
family, maybe the father or the mother is going to die. If I had a
child born badly like this, what else could I do? I'd have to kill it.
-tribal man, Qaqachaka, 25 years old 8
Twin children (worse if they are different gender) are also fianqha.
When two boys or two girls are born, it is good luck. But when
one is a boy and the other one is a girl, it is bad luck. They kill
them because it is a sirpi (snail with two heads). It could be a
demon.
-tribal woman, Qaqachaka, 25 years old 82
71. de Hilari et al., supra note 33, at 353.
72. Id. at 356.
73. Id. at 352.
74. Wright, supra note 40.
75. de Hilari et al., supra note 33, at 352-53. In Bolivia, "Among the Aymara,
justification for infanticide was both biological (deformities and twinship) and social
(illegitimate birth, family size and poverty). Communities generally did not condemn
killing when reasons for doing so were biological, but the taking of life for social reasons
was rarely justified."
76. Id.
77. Id. at 355.
78. Id. at 355.
79. Id. at 353, n. 1. "Feticide refers to an induced late abortion. Neo-naticide occurs
when a child is killed in the first 28 days of life. Infanticide includes deaths to children less
than one year. When parents themselves terminate the life of the child, the act is considered
filicide." Id.
80. Id. at 356.
81. Id.
27
Interestingly, most of the Indians "said that they had not directly
participated in or witnessed infanticide but that they had 'only heard about
it.' 83 The researchers interviewed parents who had had a recent neonatal
death in the family, but "even when [they] suspected parental involvement,
[indigenous] couples stated that they had only 'heard' about infanticide.84
In Brazil, anecdotal information indicates that children at ages three,
four, eleven, and even fifteen years old have been victims of tribal
killings. They are buried alive, poisoned and suffocated with leaves86
and/or with the placenta." Others are simply abandoned in the jungle to
die, like Hakani. Tradition, culture, lack of information, and a lack of
access to public resources, the health care system, and education contribute
to perpetuating the practice.8 9
D. CALCULATING THE SCOPE OF INDIGENOUS INFANTICIDE.
The first challenge in understanding the scope of the infanticide
problem is the gathering of reliable data. Indeed, "infanticide is a difficult
challenge that remains largely undocumented and misunderstood."90
Scholars and scientists who have devoted themselves to understanding the
issue agree "it is difficult to obtain firsthand, carefully confirmed data on
infanticide cases and the social variables related to it, in quantities
sufficient to allow theory testing."9' One of the reasons for this difficulty is
the fact that many infanticide practices are masked by a "malnutrition
label." 92 "In addition, death in the first year of life may go 'unnoticed' by
community members and the medical community."9 3
One of the main criticisms raised by Survival International and similar
organizations is that there is little to no scientific, reliable data on
infanticide practices. However, it should be noted that the majority of
anthropological studies are based on inferential, anecdotal evidence.9 4 On
one hand, it is true in certain local studies that theory testing and analysis
82. de Hilari et al., supra note 33, at 356.
83. Id.
84. Id.
85. What is Infanticide?, supra note 70.
86. Id.
87. de Hilari et al., supra note 33, at 356 (In the Bolivian study, researchers stated that
"[a]ccording to respondents, in most cases, mothers kill babies immediately following birth.
Mothers smother newborns with the placenta, with their breasts or with other objects like
heavy bags.").
88. What is Infanticide?, supra note 70.
89. Id.
90. de Hilari et al., supra note 33, at 352.
91. George et al., supra note 68, at 1153 (1992).
92. Infanticide Among Brazil's Indigenous Communities, supra note 31.
93. de Hilari et al., supra note 33, at 353.
94. George et al., supra note 68, at 1153. "Most anthropological studies, particularly of
deliberate and direct infanticide, rely on inferential evidence; largely secondhand reports
from informants who inform the anthropologist of infanticides they have heard about." Id.
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are limited due to the small number of reported direct infanticide cases.95
Nevertheless, one cannot maintain the infanticide practice is nonexistent by
only relying on the fact that there is no substantial data on it. Absence of
data does not mean the practice is nonexistent.96
As for infanticide in Brazil, Marcelo Santos, an expert in this field,
confirms there is little to no accurate data. "The little that is known about
this issue comes from sources such as religious missions, anthropological
studies or Special Indigenous Health coordinators, who pass on the
information to the press before it is sent to the Ministry of Health where
they become 'undetermined or external causes of death.'" 97  This is how
infanticide deaths come to be mislabeled as malnutrition or unspecified
death cases.9 '
The Brazilian government tends to minimize the incidence of
infanticide among its indigenous tribes.99  For instance, FUNAI'sloo
External Affairs Coordinator, Michel Blanco Maia e Souza, said that "the
infanticide cases don't deserve to receive the government's full attention.
We don't have the figures, but I believe them to be isolated cases."101
However, taking into account the anecdotal, unofficial data on
indigenous infanticide in Brazil, the figures are quite considerable. ATINI
calculates five hundred children were victims of infanticide in the past four
years.102 Rachel Alcintara, researcher from the University of Brasilia
95. George et al., supra note 68, at 1153 ( "[I]n such local studies of direct infanticide,
the numbers of reported cases are still quite small, thus limiting theory testing and
analysis.").
96. Id. ("Absence of information on direct or indirect infanticide in a given study does
not necessarily mean that such practices are nonexistent.").
97. Marcelo Santos, Bebis indigenas, marcados para morrer [Indigenous Babies Marked
for Death], 381 REVISTA PROBLEMAS BRASILEIROS (Braz.), May-June (2007), available at
http://www.sescsp.org.br/sesc/revistas-sesc/pb/artigo.cfm?Edicao Id=276&ArtigoID=434
0&IDCategoria-4948&reftype=l.
98. See FUNASA 2008 Report, supra note 24. ("Cultural issues are a significant source
for mortality analysis Indigenous children, because habits and behaviors inherent in some
ethnic groups are not considered an act of violence or even ignorance by some indigenous
groups.") FUNASA does not explain what those "cultural issues" would be, or mention
what "habits and behaviors" would directly cause the death of children. In calculating the
indigenous infant mortality rate, these causes appear to be added to the deaths caused by
"injury, poisoning and other consequences of external causes." This group accounts for
0.4% of all deaths of children under one year old, according to FUNASA's 2005 Report.
See Relatorio de Gestdo, MINISTRY OF HEALTH (FUNASA), http://www.funasa.gov.br/inter-
net/arquivos/conhecaFunasa/prestContas/relatorio 2003_2005.pdf (last visited Oct. 21,
2010) [hereinafter 2005 FUNASA Report]. So, although recognizing that "habits and
behaviors inherent in some ethnic groups" are linked to child mortality, FJNASA prefers
not to label some of those deaths as infanticide cases. Id.
99. Infanticide Among Brazil's Indigenous Communities, supra note 31.
100. The Fundaqio Nacional do indio (FUNAI) is the Brazilian government agency for
Indian affairs.
101. Marcelo Santos, Bebis Indigenas, Marcados Para Morrer [Indigenous Babies
Marked for Death], 381 REVISTA PROBLEMAS BRASLEIROS (Braz.), May-June (2007).
102. Id.
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(UNB), estimates that close to 30 children are murdered every year in the
Xingu reservation alone. Doctor Marcos Pellegrini, a hygiene and health
expert, encountered ninety-eight infanticide cases among the Yanomami
tribe in Roraima State1 3 in 2004.104 In 2003, he reports sixty-eight cases,
"making this practice the main cause of death among the Yanomami
people."105
III. THE EPISTEMOLOGICAL PROBLEM: WHEN CULTURAL
PRACTICES CLASH WITH HUMAN RIGHTS STANDARDS
A. THE CULTURALIST VS. UNIVERSALIST DEBATE
Jack Donnelly defines cultural relativism as a "doctrine that holds that
(at least some) [cultural] variations are exempt from legitimate criticism by
outsiders., 10 6, 107 Ann-Belinda S. Preis notes that "cultural relativists see
the Universal Declaration on Human Rights as enumerating rights and
freedoms which are culturally, ideologically, and politically nonuniversal.
They argue that current human rights norms possess a distinctively
'Western' or 'Judeo-Christian' bias, and hence, are an 'ethno-centric'
construct with limited applicability."s0 8  On the other hand, universalism
asserts that "human rights are special entitlements of all persons. They are
grounded in human nature and as such, are inalienable. 'To have human
rights one does not have to be anything other than a human being. Neither
must one do anything other than be born a human being, as a common
phrase goes."' 0 9 The core issues involved between these two antagonistic
scientific views are the notions of rights"o and culture,"' which vary
103. Roraima is a northeastern state in Brazil that borders Venezuela and Guyana.
104. Infanticide Among Brazil's Indigenous Communities, supra note 31.
105. Id.
106. Jack Donnelly, Cultural Relativism and Universal Human Rights, 6 HUM. RTs. Q.
400, 400 (1984).
107. Ayton-Shenker, supra note 35. In defining cultural relativism, Ayton-Shenker states:
[Hjuman values, far from being universal, vary a great deal according to
different cultural perspectives. Some would apply this relativism to the
promotion, protection, interpretation and application of human rights which
could be interpreted differently within different cultural, ethnic and religious
traditions. In other words, according to this view, human rights are
culturally relative rather than universal.
Id.
108. Ann-Belinda S. Preis, Human Rights as Cultural Practice: An Anthropological
Critique, 18 HuM. RTS. Q. 286, 288 (1996) (citing Jack Donnelly, Human Rights and
Human Dignity: An Analytical Critique of Non-Western Conceptions of Human Rights, 76
AM. POL. SCI. REv. 303, 306 (1992)).
109. Id.
110. Ghai, supra note 36, at 1102. Yash Ghai states that:
[T]he notion of rights as used by anthropologists or philosophers is different
from that employed by lawyers. Anthropologists consider rights more
absolute, interpersonal, and more comprehensive in their range. Lawyers are
less committed to absolutes and often seek to strike balances. They operate
under some form of the doctrine of margin of appreciation, permitting
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widely depending on whether a traditional custom is interpreted and/or
understood from a relativist or universalist perspective. Indigenous
infanticide is a polarizing issue for those who defend it as a culture practice
that must be respected, and those who claim that a cultural practice cannot
prevail over an individual's right to life.
Undoubtedly, "[e]very human being has the right to culture, including
the right to enjoy and develop cultural life and identity."1 12  Culture is
valued so highly by international law that the Convention on the Protection
and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions, of October 20,
2005,' 13 affirms that cultural diversity "is a defining characteristic of
humanity" 1 4 and "should be cherished and preserved for the benefit of
all."" 5 The Convention adds that "cultural diversity creates a rich and
varied world, which increases the range of choices and nurtures human
capacities and values, and therefore is a mainspring for sustainable
development for communities, peoples and nations." 1 6
The way in which a particular group deals with physical or mental
disability is intrinsically related to the culture of that group. German
Nunez notes that "different cultures have different interpretations for the
qualifications of rights. The grounds for qualifications are drawn from
notions of proper conduct embedded in culture. The doctrine leads to the
new orthodox view that to accept universality does not mean that each
culture has to understand a right in precisely the same way or accept the
whole range of rights.
Id.
111. Sally Engle Merry, Human Rights Law and the Demonization of Culture (And
Anthropology Along the Way), 26 POL. & LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY REv. 55, 59-72 (2003).
Merry states that:
When human rights lawyers talk about culture, they refer to it as traditional
harmful practices, old customs, and sometimes, as ancient ways. They see
themselves and their project as rooted in modernity and law and envision
culture as the obstacle. Their tendency to see culture as a problem is
enhanced by their commitment to a model of legal rationality, an idea that is
incompatible with celebrating local cultural complexity. This understanding
of culture is embedded in the conventions and policy documents, the wider
jurisprudence of human rights, and in the discussions that take place in
human rights forums. While there is recognition of the importance of
cultural diversity and of responding to difference among cultures, the
transnational modernity created in these human rights institutions is
generally committed to promoting a universal system of norms and values.
Culture emerges as the obstacle.
Id.
112. Ayton-Shenker, supra note 35.
113. United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization, Convention on the
Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions, opened for signature
Oct. 20, 2005, available at http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0014/001429/142919e.pdf
(entered into force Mar. 18, 2007). [hereinafter Convention on the Protection and Promotion
of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions]. It was ratified by Brazil in January 16, 2007.
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causes of disabilities and how the person with disability is ultimately
treated."'"7 He also points out that "[m]ost societies have explanations for
why some people are disabled and some are not; how the disabled should
be treated, what their rights, responsibilities, and appropriate roles are."" 8
Furthermore, "[i]n a number of cultures, the social impact of a disability in
a family may stigmatize the family and the siblings of the individual. In
such culture it is common to 'hide' disabled family members from the
public to avoid the inference of a possible genetic disorder in the
family."l l9
This stigma can be found in some cultures in which "the birth of a child
with an identifiable disability may be seen as a punishment from God that
parents or their families have earned for their past sins." 20 In this case,
God's displeasure with the parents of the disabled child, witchcraft, or evil
spirits would justify killing that child.121 On the other hand, Groce and
Madiros point out that in other cultures such as those found in Botswana
and northern Mexico, "the birth of a child with disabilities may be seen as
God's trust in the parents to care for a delicate child." 22
In light of such different cultural views of similar circumstances, the
question arises: how can the law promote cultural diversity and protection
of life? "This situation sharpens a long-standing dilemma: How can
universal human rights exist in a culturally diverse world?" 23  Or, as
Ronald Cohen asks, "Which takes precedence when, as they inevitably
must, they conflict? And what yardstick(s) can be used to make such
judgments?" 24
The story of Hakani, although underestimated by some and denied by
others, expresses, at least in part, that dilemma. Hakani is just one among
many children subject to ill-treatment or death because they are disabled.
On one hand, organizations such as ATINI defend Universalism and state
intervention on the matter of infanticide. On the other hand, the Brazilian
government follows a culture relativistic line, arguing that "preserving
culture is more important than saving individual lives."125 FUNAI, the
117. NOIEz G., supra note 32, at 70.
118. Id. at 68.
119. Id.
120. Id.
121. NOREZ G., supra note 32, at 68.
122. Id.
123. Ayton-Shenker, supra note 35.
124. Ronald Cohen, Human Rights and Cultural Relativism: The Need for A New
Approach, 91 AM. ANTHROPOLOGIST 1014, 1015-16 (1989). ("[I]t is at best irrelevant, or
worse even mischievous, to assert and defend simplistic polarities of relativism versus
universal moral imperatives. What is desperately needed-and anthropology should be
central to this quest-is a search for some middle ground.").
125. HAKANI: Buried Alive-a Survivor's Story, HAKANI.ORG, http://www.hakani.org/en/
synopsis.asp (last visited Oct. 29, 2010).
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Brazilian government agency for Indian affairs, always states clearly its
non-interventionist approach towards the problem. 126
In a public hearing at the Brazilian Federal Senate, a number of
anthropologists also supported the idea that government or civil society
should not interfere in what they call the "private matter" of indigenous
people.127  Dr. Erwin Frank, an anthropology professor at the Federal
University of Roraima State in the Amazon, said: "This is their way of life
and we should not judge them on the basis of our values. The difference
between the cultures should be respected."l 2 8  Such extreme contrasting
positions, however, do not contribute a solution to the question of how state
should intervene in a cultural practice of a certain group.12 9
All culture practices have benefits on one hand, but costs on the
other.13 0 "All agree that cultures involve inconsistencies, contradictions,
and areas of contestation. . . . Symbols and meanings may be shared by
people who reside in very different places and disputed by those living in
the same community."' 3' Furthermore, "Each culture 'works' in its own
way, and most beliefs and practices, however strange they may appear at
first, are eminently sensible when viewed within their cultural
126. Leiliane Reboucas, Para debatadores, indios devem decidir sobre infanticidio,
Interlegis, Dec. 9, 2007, http://www.interlegis.gov.br/cidadania/infancia-e-parlamento/para-
debatedores-indios-devem-decidir-sobre-infanticidio.
127. Id.
128. Wright, supra note 40.
129. Kay L. Levine, Negotiating the Boundaries of Crime and Culture: A Sociolegal
Perspective on Cultural Defense Strategies, 28 LAW & Soc. INQUIRY 39, 70-71 (2003).
Levine states:
When deciding how to regulate the relationships between the state, the
group, and the individual, we must balance the competing interests and
rights associated with each of these entities. Asking 'to what extent do we
want to empower group rights?' is not simply a call for symbiosis among
various sources of authority; it requires us to measure a specific group's
rights against both the state's right to promote uniformity among its citizens
and the individual's right to express or to defend herself against group-
imposed oppression. Moreover, there is no 'one size fits all' equilibrium
point: each social arena or subset of legal regulation will likely require its
own accommodation framework, based on the rights at stake. . . .
Id. See also Lawrence Rosen, Law and Indigenous Peoples, 17 LAw. & Soc. INQUIRY 363,
364-65 (1992) (Discussing the additional problems of establishing special rights and
protections for native peoples, such as where the boundary would lie between tribal
autonomy and state intrusion). For example, Rosen questions what would happen if a
female tribal member questioned tribal practice of allowing membership only to
descendents of male tribesman, or when the tribal practice interferes with state
environmental laws. Furthermore, if native groups have autonomy, "how does one
restructure the rights of these peoples in international law, in the political theory of the
modem nation state, and in the structure of a nation that has so many diverse groups that
partial sovereignty may be a formula for national disintegration?" Id.
130. Richard Feinberg, Dialectics of Culture: Relativism in Popular and Anthropological
Discourse, 80.3 ANTHROPOLOGICAL Q. 777, 786 (2007).
131. Id.
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frameworks."1 32 Culture plays a very important role in a group, but there
must be a fair balance between cultural practices and human rights when
the right to life is at issue. The following addresses the issue of infanticide
not only from an international human rights law perspective, but also from
an anthropological perspective-bearing in mind that a "strict" cultural
relativism approach may sometimes lead to the legitimization of harmful
practices, mainly against women and children.
B. CULTURAL RELATIVISM: WHAT IS ITS SCOPE?
Groups like FUNAI defend infanticide as a legitimate way of life for
some particular indigenous tribes and support their cultural autonomy in
doing So.3 They allege that outsiders should not judge indigenous
practices on the basis of external values.134 For instance, FUNAI President,
Mdrcio Augusto Freitas Meira, and FDDI' 3 representative, Valbria Pay6,
zealously defend indigenous peoples' moral and cultural practices.'36
Val6ria Pay8 expresses that indigenous people cannot be submitted to
mainstream moral and cultural standards.137 According to Pay6, indigenous
people have their own definition of human rights that has to be respected. 38
Cultural relativists think of infanticide not from the mainstream
position as an atrocity committed by one person against a child, but from
the standpoint of the culture that practices it. Fiona Watson, advocate of
Survival International, explains: "I'm not going to defend infanticide ...
but I think you have to understand that in the context of Indian culture, it's
not considered murder."' 39  These views stem from the perspective that
"the meaning of human rights depends upon the specific cultural
context."1 40
132. Feinberg, supra note 130, at 778.
133. Clmara dos Deputados [Brazilian Chamber of Deputies] & Senado Federal [Brazilian
Federal Senate]. Public Hearing on Infanticide, INTERLEGIS, Sept. 2009.
http://www.interlegis.gov.br/cidadanialinfancia-e-parlamento/para-debatedores-indios-
devem-decidir-sobre-infanticidio (last visited Oct. 21, 2010).
134. Id.
135. F6rum de Defesa dos Direitos Indigenas (The Forum for Defence of Indigenous
Rights, or FDDI) is a coalition between Indigenous associations, pro-indigenous
organizations, and other components from civil society in Brazil.
136. Leiliane Cristina Lopes Rebougas, Para Debatedores, Indios Devem Decidir Sobre





139. Dan Harrisbrasilia, Missionaries Accuse Indians of Killing Babies, HAKANLORG
(Sept. 23, 2008), http://www.hakani.org/en/hakani-news-missionaries.accuse-indians.asp.
(last visited Oct. 29, 2010).
140. Leigh A. Trueblood, Female Genital Mutilation: A Discussion of International
Human Rights Instruments, Cultural Sovereignty and Dominance Theory, 28 DENV. J. INT'L
L. & POL'Y 437, 438 (2000).
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It may be illustrative to compare infanticide with the issue of
abortion.14 1 The Brazilian Criminal Code prohibits abortion, considering it
as a crime against life. However, the very same law provides for two
exceptions: abortion is permitted when the pregnancy offers risk of death
for the mother, or when pregnancy resulted from rape. 142 Taking the first
exception into account, if the rationale behind allowing abortion in that
situation is the fact that the life of the mother needs to be safeguarded, the
question is: why save the life of the mother and not of the baby? Is the life
of the mother more important than the life of the unborn baby? If so, what
is the rationale for that? If the rationale is the fact that a fetus is not
considered a "person" until is born alive, in the indigenous culture a child,
generally speaking, it is not considered a person.14 3 The difference here
seems to be just in timing, but not in the concepts.
Similarly, disabled indigenous children cannot move in the jungle, fish,
or hunt, which jeopardizes not only their mothers, but their entire families,
and endangers the whole tribe. The issue here is: Why should Indians
accept outsiders' views of human rights concerning saving the mother's
life, to the detriment of the unborn child, if indigenous people practice
infanticide in order to save the whole tribe?
The second exception to the Brazilian abortion statute is for rape. If
the rationale behind this exception is a moral one (i.e., that rape is morally
offensive and represents a serious problem of sexual violence), then why
should indigenous people, who also have a moral justification for
infanticide, be prohibited from doing what they see as necessary?
Indigenous people practice infanticide for many reasons, one of which is a
belief that a particular child will bring a curse on the whole tribe.
141. Regarding the specific issue of abortion and its relation to international human rights
law and cultural relativism, see Lawrence J. Nelson, OfPersons and Prenatal Humans: Why
the Constitution Is Not Silent On Abortion, 13 LEWIS & CLARK L. REv. 155 (2009); Eric
Parker Babbs, Pro-life Judges and Judicial Bypass Bases, 22 NOTRE DAME J.L. ETHICS &
PUB. POL'Y 473 (2008); Roger Byron, Children of a Lesser Law: The Failure of the Born-
Alive Infants Protection Act and A Plan For Its Redemption, 19 REGENT U. L. REV. 275
(2006-07); Darpana M. Sheth, Better Off Unborn? An Analysis of Wrongful Birth and
Wrongful Life Claims Under the Americans With Disabilities Act, 73 TENN. L. REv. 641
(2005); and Janet L. Dolgin, Embryonic Discourse: Abortion, Stem Cells and Cloning, 19
ISSUEs L. & MED. 203 (2003-04).
142. C6digo Penal [C.P.] [Penal Code] art. 123-128 (Braz.).
143. 0. Carter Snead, Public Bioethics and the Bush Presidency, 32 HARV. J.L. & PUB.
POL'Y 867, 890 (2009). According to Snead:
Abortion is arguably the most contentious and inflamed public question in
America. . . . The principal arguments in favor of abortion rights . . . are
first, that the fetus is not a person (and thus not entitled the moral concern
and protections owed to a post-natal human being), and second, that the
pregnant woman's interest in bodily autonomy gives her the sole right to
choose to either carry the fetus to birth or terminate the pregnancy ....
Id.
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What we can draw from these observations is that law and culture
affect each other. The question of infanticide cannot be separated from the
problem of cultural relativism, and therefore in this context a discussion on
human rights cannot be separated from a discussion of culture.'"
C. BALANCING CULTURAL AND UNIVERSAL VALUES
If on one side, cultural relativists assert that any set of customs and
institutions or ways of life are as valid as any other,14 5 on the other,
universalists advocate the proposition that human rights attach to people at
birth and remain with them until death.14 6  The problem is balancing
cultural practices and human rights. Professor Hernindez-Truyol warns
that "culture should not be used as 'a shield to protect practices that
violate .. . human rights,' nor should human rights be used 'as a sword, a
weapon of subjugation, colonialism and moral imperialism, to oppress
other communities and ways of life."'l 4 7 His statements beg the questions:
who is going to decide when a harmful culture is being used as a shield, or
when human rights are being used as sword? As one author asks, "[w]ho
defines 'harmful'?" If there are certain inalienable rights that are
considered to be the minimum, who decides what they are? 48
In this sense, criticism of the cultural relativism approach to a
particular clash of rights is "the nature of the practice being challenged,
who is challenging the practice (i.e., an insider versus an outsider), the
challengers' motives for opposing the practice, and the claimed harmful
outcomes of the practice." 4 9 On this point, Jack Donnelly expresses:
In discussing foreign practices, we can distinguish between what
can be called "internal" and "external" evaluations. An internal
144. See generally Snead, supra note 143, at 890. (Noting President George W. Bush's
repeated references to a "culture of life" when addressing the abortion issue).
145. Frank E. Hartung, Cultural Relativity and Moral Judgments, 21 PHIL. SCI. 118, 118
(1954).
146. Robert E. Sinnott, Comments, Universalism and Cultural Relativism in Roper v.
Simmons, 14 WILLAMETTE L. REv. 132, 135 (2006) (citing Elene G. Mountis, Cultural
Relativity and Universalism: Reevaluating Gender Rights in a Multicultural Context, 15
DICK. J. INT'L L. 113 (1996)).
147. Amy Small Bilyeu, Trokosi: The Practice of Sexual Slavery in Ghana: Religious and
Cultural Freedom vs. Human Rights, 9 IND. INT'L & COMP. L. REv. 457, 460 (1999) (quoting
Hernndez-Truyol). Furthermore,
In studying primitive ethics one must be hypercautious in the interpretation
of motives, because one thing we may assuredly depend upon: namely, that
the cultural background ... may determine the attitudes of the natives to any
one ideal, and that hardly any one will agree with ours. Consequently, the
question must be viewed as should all questions of a similar nature, from the
viewpoint of the culture in which it is found and not from our own.
Hartung, supra note 145, at 119.
148. Barbara R. Hauser, Born a Eunuch? Harmful Inheritance Practices and Human
Rights, 21 LAW & INEQ. 1, 2 (2003).
149. Small Bilyeu, supra note 147, at 465.
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judgment asks whether the practice is defensible within the basic
value framework of that society; the issue here is whether a
plausible and coherent defense of the practice can be made in
response to universalistic criticism. Practices that not even stand
up to such evaluations can in no sense be defended on cultural
terms. An external judgment applies the standards of the evaluator
(modified, as appropriate, by relativistic arguments) in order to
determine whether the practice can or should be accepted or
defended, all things considered. Clearly the most important
controversies are likely to arise over practices that are defensible
according to internal standards but unacceptable by external
standards.s 0
Thus, the infanticide debate seen through a cultural framework alone is
counterproductive. First, cultural rights have their limits. 15 1  Second, a
solely zetetic approachl 52 to questionings relativism could hardly lead to a
fair determination of what is "harmful," or what are the minimum standards
should be. If murdering a child is not harmful, what is? There must be a
way to guarantee the lives of indigenous children. Nevertheless, if one
takes only a dogmatic approachS 3', 154 to the problem, there is a risk of
150. Donnelly, supra note 106, at 406; see also Ghai, supra note 36, at 1099-1100.
("Rights are not necessarily emanations or reflections of culture. In many societies there is
much oppression in the name of culture and tradition. "Rights" are valuable because they
are ahead of "culture." Rights talk has produced powerful ideas which interrogate culture:
equality, feminism, social justice.").
151. Ayton-Shenker, supra note 35. She writes:
Cultural rights, however, are not unlimited. The right to culture is limited at
the point at which it infringes on another human right. No right can be used
at the expense or destruction of another, in accordance with international
law.... This means that cultural rights cannot be invoked or interpreted in
such a way as to justify any act leading to the denial or violation of other
human rights and fundamental freedoms.
152. Bernard E. Jacob, Ancient Rhetoric, Modern Legal Thought, and Politics: A Review
Essay on the Translation of Viehweg's 'Topics and Law,' 89 Nw. U. L. REv. 1622, 1670
(1995) (book review). (Distinguishing the "zetetic" and "dogmatic" purposes of law,
Viehweg posited that reasoning's purpose "is to fix certain opinions; . . . dogmatic reasoning
has no primarily cognitive function. When, in response to questions and a problem, the
stress is on answers, when a determination is made, what emerges may well have the
'unassailable' character of a dogmatic response. Law has an authoritative side.").
153. Jacob, supra note 152, at 1670. ("Dogmatic legal reasoning fulfills a social rather
than an intellectual function. It permits one to understand the existence, at all times in legal
reasoning, of a horizon or practical limit consisting of matters that can only be transformed
by alterations, peaceful or revolutionary, of the Constitution.") Consequently, "the zetetic
response does not treat such dogmas as dispensable. They are indispensable, but subject to
an interpretive or hermeneutic mode of argumentation; and as a result the discussion stays
within the horizon of dogmatic legal thinking." Id.
154. In the context of legal theory, dogmatic argument is driven by a set of beliefs which
are accepted without argument. Obviously, these are not arbitrary beliefs, but rather are
based on reason, methodology and doctrine; they are not about fiction." Mohammed Saif-
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forcing indigenous peoples to assimilate to a mainstream culture. Here, I
propose an approach through international human rights law that can
equally embrace the zetetic and the dogmatic approach.1
55 , 156
Right to life is not placed in the tension between relativism and
universalism. Right to life is transcendent. It is intrinsically bound to
human nature and not to a particular culture, people, or behavior. Life is
precedent to culture, so the right to life is precedent to cultural rights.
Right to life is a core standard value that is intrinsic and transcendent to
every person. If right to life is not guaranteed as a precedent, there is no
sense in discussing cultural validity.
Culture is just a part of the whole human property; it is a part of the
complex structure of mankind. Culture is not autonomous. Culture is
created, nursed, developed, and changed by people; it exists because of
people. Culture, as a part, only exists if linked to a person or a community.
It then follows that a person is always primary and culture is always
secondary in relation to this person and his community. If there is no
primary there is no secondary. Thus, the source of validity for the
discussion of culture and its importance is to bear in mind that life comes
first. Life is the sine qua non condition for the existence of culture.
IV. CULTURAL PRACTICES AND RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS
CHILDREN UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW
From the international human rights perspective, infanticide is
incontestably a violation of the rights of indigenous children. Instruments
of international law have specific standards and principles regarding the
right to life, the rights of children, and the rights of indigenous children.
All of them are contrary to the practice of infanticide: the Universal
Alden Wattad, The Rome Statute & Captain Planet: What Lies Between 'Crimes Against
Humanity' and the 'Natural Environment'?, 19 FORDHAM ENvTL. L. REv. 265, 283 (2009).
155. Marie A. Failinger, Not Mere Rethoric: On Wasting or Claiming Your Legacy,
Justice Scalia, 34 U. TOL. L. REv. 425, 454 (2003). Failinger states:
Law can embrace the insights of postmodemism but cannot ultimately
construct a practice from it; law demands a momentary end to the endless
conversation, a modicum of determinacy and finality. . . . Or in legal
philosopher Theodor Viehweg's terms, to have law, we must embrace
"dogmatic legal reasoning" and "zetetic" reasoning, and we must embrace
them both equally, something we might call Viehweg's paradox. We must
use dogmatic reasoning because law has the goal of judgment and action;
thus, there must be a point when certain opinions are fixed, when distinct
judgments are exempt from questioning, so that emerging determinations are
unassailable and authoritative. But we must also, at the very same time,
employ zetetic reasoning, which recognizes "a limited defense of authority
and precedent" while it "brings to the fore" and investigates new problems
critically and open-endedly.
Id.
156. See Jacob, supra note 152, at 1670.
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Declaration of Human Rights,157 the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights,158 the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights, 159 the American Convention on Human Rights,160 the
Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the
Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights "Protocol of San
Salvador,"161 the Convention on the Rights of the Child, 162 the Convention
concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries, 163 the
UNESCO Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity," the Convention
on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural
Expressions,16 5 and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples. 16 6  Since Brazil is a voluntary party to all these
international agreements, having signed and ratified them, Brazil is bound
to all the terms and requirements of these agreements.
A. THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights1 67 is the foundational
document regarding the protection of human beings. It was set to be the
"common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations."6 The
Declaration establishes a framework for the guarantee of the right to life
and is the cornerstone of the international human rights law system.
157. Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Res. 217 (III) A, U.N. Doc.
AIRES/217(111) (Dec. 10, 1948) [hereinafter Universal Declaration of Human Rights].
158. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, G.A. Res 2200A (XXI), 21
U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 16) at 52, U.N. Doc. A/6316 (Dec. 16, 1966) [hereinafter
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights].
159. International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, G.A. Res. 2200A
(XXI), 21 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 16) at 49, U.N. Doc. A/6316 (Dec. 16, 1966) [hereinafter
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights].
160. Organization of American States, American Convention on Human Rights. Nov. 11,
1969, O.A.S.T.S. No. 36, 1144 U.N.T.S. 123, Preamble [hereinafter OAS-CHR].
161. Organization of American States, Additional Protocol to the American Convention on
Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, "Protocol of San
Salvador," Nov. 17, 1988, O.A.S.T.S. No. 69, 28 I.L.M. 156 (entered into force Nov. 16,
1999) [hereinafter Protocol of San Salvador].
162. Convention on the Rights of the Child, G.A. Res. 44/25, annex, 44 U.N. GAOR
Supp. (No. 49) at 167, U.N. Doc. A/44/49 (Nov. 20, 1989); 1577 U.N.T.S. 3 [hereinafter
Convention on the Rights of the Child].
163. Int'l Labor Org. [ILO], Convention Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in
Independent Countries (I.L.O. No. 169), 72 I.L.O. Official Bull 59, 28 I.L.M 1382, (June
27, 1989) [hereinafter Convention Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in
Independent Countries].
164. Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity, UNESCO Doc. 31C/RES/25 (Nov. 2,
2001).
165. Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions,
supra note 109.
166. United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, G.A. Res. 61/295,
U.N. Doc.A/Res/61/295 (Sept. 13, 2007); A/61/L.67/Annex, [hereinafter UNDRIP].
167. See generally Universal Declaration of Human Rights, supra note 157.
168. Id. at Preamble.
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The Declaration operates under the assumption that human beings are
entitled to certain rights simply by virtue of being human. It recognizes
that "inherent dignity and .. . equal and inalienable rights of all members of
the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice, and peace in the
world."1 69
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted and proclaimed
by the United Nations General Assembly on December 10, 1948,170 states
that every person is "entitled to all the rights and freedoms . . . such as race,
color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social
origin, property, birth or other status."1 7 1 As such, indigenous peoples are
entitled to the rights established in this Declaration.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights proclaims children posses
individual rights and declares them "entitled to special care and
assistance."1 72 One of the aforementioned reasons for infanticide is being
the child of an unmarried woman, but the Declaration addresses a core
principle particular to this situation: "all children, whether born in or out of
wedlock, shall enjoy the same ... protection."' 73
B. THE INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS
AND THE INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND
CULTURAL RIGHTS
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)174
was adopted and opened for signature, ratification, and accession by
General Assembly Resolution 2200A (XXI) on December 16, 1966."' The
principle with the most relevance to the discussion proposed in this article
is set forth in Article 18.1 of the Covenant, which states that "everyone
shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. This
right shall include freedom to have or to adopt a religion or belief .. 
The Covenant establishes that persons not only have the freedom to
choose their culture, but it also guarantees the freedom to participate in that
culture. For instance, Article 27 states that "in those States in which ethnic,
religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities
shall not be denied the right. . . to enjoy their own culture, to profess and
practice their own religion....
169. Universal Declaration of Human Rights, supra note 157, at Preamble.
170. Brazil is one of the signatories of the Declaration, having signed and ratified the
document on the same day of its proclamation.
171. Universal Declaration of Human Rights, supra note 157, at art. 2.
172. Id. at art. 25.
173. Id.
174. See generally International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, supra note 158.
175. Brazil ratified the Covenant on January 24, 1992.
176. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, supra note 158, at art. 18.1.
177. Id. at art. 27.
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Although the Covenant guarantees the right to choose and to practice a
particular culture, the same document establishes that
[n]othing in the present Covenant may be interpreted as implying
for any State, group, or person any right to engage in any activity
or perform any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and
freedoms recognized herein or at their limitation to a greater extent
than is provided for in the present Covenant. 78
In other words, if anyone, in choosing or practicing his culture, is engaging
in an activity that is destroying or undermining any of the rights established
in the Covenant, he is not exempt from his act and, as a corollary, is
practicing an unlawful act.
The very same Covenant states, in Article 6.1, that "[e]very human
being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected by law.
No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life."l79 Coupled with Article
24.1, which prescribes that "[e]very child shall have, without any
discrimination as to race, color, sex, language, religion, national or social
origin, property or birth, the right to such measures of protection as are
required by his status as a minor, on the part of his family, society and the
State,"so the following core values emerge from the Declaration:
(1) Indigenous children are human beings and inherit the right to
life. The protection stated in the Covenant is for every child
irrespective to his race, birth, or social origin.
(2) The right to life of indigenous children must be protected.
(3) Indigenous children cannot be deprived arbitrarily of their life.
(4) Infanticide is an arbitrarily deprivation of life since the
indigenous tribe is engaging in a cultural activity that destructs one
of the rights (the right to life) established in the Covenant.
C. THE INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON ECONoMiC, SOCIAL AND
CULTURAL RIGHTS
The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR)'8 ' echoes the same principles set forth in the ICCPR. The
ICESCR was adopted and opened for signature, ratification, and accession
by General Assembly Resolution 2200A (XXI) of December 16, 1966.182
178. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, supra note 158, at art. 5.1.
179. Id. at art. 6.1.
180. Id. at art. 24.1.
181. See generally International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, supra
note 159.
182. The Covenant was ratified by Brazil on January 24, 1992.
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In the same manner of the ICCPR, the States Parties to the present ICESCR
recognize the right of everyone to take part in cultural life. 83
However, the ICESCR strikes a fair balance for the interpretation of the
right to culture in Article 24:
Nothing in the present Covenant shall be interpreted as impairing
the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations and of the
constitutions of the specialized agencies which define the
respective responsibilities of the various organs of the United
Nations and of the specialized agencies in regard to the matters
dealt with in the present Covenant.' 84
Thus, the right to life is one of the restrictions on the practice of a particular
culture in the ICESCR as well.
D. THE AMERICAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE
ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL TO THE AMERICAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN
RIGHTS IN THE AREA OF ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND CULTURAL RIGHTS
THE PROTOCOL OF SAN SALVADOR
The American Convention on Human Rights was adopted in San Jos6,
Costa Rica, on November 11, 1969, and entered into force on July 18,
1978.185 The American Convention affirms the intention to consolidate "a
system of personal liberty and social justice based on respect for the
essential rights of man" in the American hemisphere.' 86 The Convention
also recognizes that "the essential rights of man are not derived from one's
being a national of a certain state, but are based upon attributes of the
human personality." 87
The Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights
in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the "Protocol of San
Salvador,"' 88 was adopted at San Salvador, on November 17, 1988, at the
eighteenth regular session of the General Assembly.' 89 The Additional
Protocol considers the close relationship between economic, social and
cultural rights, and civil and political rights "in that the different categories
of rights constitute an indivisible whole based on the recognition of the
dignity of the human person, for which reason both require permanent
protection and promotion if they are to be fully realized."190 Importantly,
183. International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, supra note 159, at
art. 15.1(a).
184. Id. at art. 24.
185. See generally Protocol of San Salvador supra note 161. The American Convention
was ratified by Brazil on September 25, 1992.
186. OAS-CHR, supra note 160, at Preamble.
187. Id.
188. See generally Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 161.
189. The Additional Protocol was ratified in April 19, 1995.
190. Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 161, at Preamble.
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the Protocol also establishes that "the violation of some rights in favor of
the realization of others can never be justified."1 91
Article 4 of the Convention discusses the right to life: "Every person
has the right to have his life respected. This right shall be protected by law
and, in general, from the moment of conception." 92 Like the ICCPR, the
American Convention provides that no one can be "arbitrarily deprived of
his life."l 93 Article 19 makes this right broader and states "every minor
child has the right to the measures of protection required by his condition
as a minor on the part of his family, society, and the state."l 94
Like the Convention, the Additional Protocol, in Article 16, regarding
the rights of children, states that the right to protection is irrespective of the
child's parentage. 95 When children's right to life comes into play, what
has to be respected is the child's right to life, not the cultural rights of his
parents.19
6
In discussing the extension of the right to life, the Inter-American
Court of Human Rights, in its Advisory Opinion OC-17 of August 28,
2002," expressed that the term 'respect for life' regarding children
''encompasses not only prohibitions . . . but also the obligation to adopt the
measures required for children's existence to develop under decent
conditions."' 98 The Court advised that "true and full protection of children
entails their broad enjoyment of all their rights, including their economic,
social, and cultural rights, embodied in various international instruments.
The States Parties to international human rights treaties have the obligation
to take positive steps to ensure protection of all rights of children."' 99
In paragraphs 65 and 66, from the same Advisory Opinion, the Court
expressed that "to effectively protect children, all State, social, or
household decisions that limit the exercise of any right must take into
account the best interests of the child and rigorously respect provisions that
govern this matter., 2 00 It is particularly significant that the Court noted the
best interest of the child and not of his tribe.20' Under this advisory
191. Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 161, at Preamble.
192. OAS-CHR, supra note 160, at ch. II, art. 4.
193. Id.
194. Id. at art. 19.
195. Protocol of San Salvador, supra note 161, at art. 16. "Every child, whatever his
parentage, has the right to the protection that his status as a minor requires from his family,
society and the State. Every child has the right to grow under the protection and
responsibility of his parents."
196. Id.
197. Juridical Condition and Human Rights of the Child (Arts. 8, 19, and 25 American
Convention on Human Rights), Advisory Opinion OC- 17/2002, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R, (ser. A),
(Aug. 28, 2002), available at http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/pdfid/4268c57c4.pdf,
[hereinafter Advisory Opinion on Juridical Condition and Human Rights of the Child].
198. Id. at 80.
199. Id. at 80.
200. Id at 60.
201. Id.
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opinion, killing children is not an option because it is almost never in the
child's best interest to be killed.
Killing a child could represent the best interests of the group. But the
premise and core message of the Convention, as established by the Court,
is the best interest of the child, and not of his group.202 If killing a child
does not represent his best interests, the family is not providing him with
the best protection. On the contrary, if the premise established above is
true, infanticide represents exactly the dangers from which the convention
sought to protect the child: abuse, abandonment, and exploitation.
Moreover, it should be stressed that, under this Convention, Brazil is
required to implement measures to protect indigenous children from the
threat of infanticide.20 3 This statement is also supported by paragraph 88 of
the same advisory opinion which sets forth that
according to the provisions set forth in the Convention on the
Rights of the Child, children's rights require that the State not only
abstain from unduly interfering in the child's private or family
relations, but also that, according to the circumstances, it take
positive steps to ensure exercise and full enjoyment of those
rights. 204
Specific to the situation of indigenous disabled children, the Court
expressed that they not only have the right to life, but that they also have
the right to a decent life "in conditions which ensure dignity, promote self-
reliance, and facilitate the child's active participation in the community., 20 5
E. THE CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD
The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)206 was adopted by
the United Nations General Assembly on November 20, 1989, as the first
international law instrument dealing particularly with the fundamental
rights of children.2 0 7 The Convention "sets out legally binding
standards . . . [and] signals clearly that children are holders of human rights
and acknowledges their distinct legal personality and evolving
202. Advisory Opinion on Juridical Condition and Human Rights of the Child, supra note
197, at 60.
203. Brazil is bound to the American Convention for having ratified it on September 25,
1992. Also, on December 12, 1998, the Government of the Federative Republic of Brazil
declared its recognition as binding, for an indefinite period of time, ipso jure, of the
contentious and consultative jurisdiction of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights on
all matters relating to the interpretation or application of the American Convention on
Human Rights.
204. Advisory Opinion on Juridical Condition and Human Rights of the Child, supra note
197, at 66.
205. Id. at 64 (citing the Convention on the Rights of the Child, supra note 162, at art.
23(1)).
206. Convention on the Rights of the Child, supra note 162.
207. Brazil ratified the CRC on November 24, 1990.
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capacities."208 For instance, the United Nations Committee on the Rights
of the Child [hereinafter The Committee], in its General Comment
(2005),209 expressed that young children "are holders of all the rights
enshrined in the Convention. They are entitled to special protection
measures and, in accordance with their evolving capacities, the progressive
exercise of their rights."2 10 It should be noted that the Convention aims to
protect children even before they are born. As indicated in the Declaration
on the Rights of the Child, "the child, by reason of his physical and mental
immaturity, needs special safeguards and care, including appropriate legal
protection, before as well as after birth." 211
In the same way as the ICCPR and the ICESCR, the CRC guarantees
the freedom to manifest and practice cultural traditions. For instance,
Article 30 specifies the rights to practice culture and religion to children
belonging to minority groups.212 But here, the practice of culture
encounters the same limitations as in the ICCPR and the ICESCR. Article
14.3 prescribes that the "[f]reedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs
may be subject only to such limitations as are prescribed by law and are
necessary to protect public safety, order, health or morals, or the
fundamental rights and freedoms of others."2 13
Hence, the practice of cultural traditions is subject to limitations when
necessary to protect fundamental rights. If considering the right to life is a
fundamental right, this right imposes limitations on the right to culture. It
then follows that, if infanticide threatens or destroys the right to life, it is by
definition a practice against a fundamental right to life.
As an interpretive canon of the Convention, Article 3.1 states that "[i]n
all actions concerning children, whether undertaken by public or private
social welfare institutions, courts of law, administrative authorities, or
legislative bodies, the best interests of the child shall be a primary
consideration."2 14 This is echoed in Article 18.1:
States Parties shall use their best efforts to ensure recognition of
the principle that both parents have common responsibilities for the
upbringing and development of the child. Parents or, as the case
may be, legal guardians, have the primary responsibility for the
208. Violence Against Children and International Human Rights Law and Standards 32-
33, UNICEF, http://www.unicef.org/violencestudy/2.%2OWorld%20Report%20on%20
Violence%20against%20Children.pdf [hereinafter Violence Against Children].
209. U.N. Committee on the Rights of the Child, 40th Sess., Submission of Reports by
States Parties, 10, U.N. Doc. CRC/C/GC/7/Rev. 1 (Sept. 20, 2006) [hereinafter Submission
ofReports by States Parties].
210. Id. at 2.
211. Convention on the Rights of the Child, supra note 162, at Preamble.
212. Id. at art. 30.
213. Id. at art. 14.3.
214. Id. at art. 3.1.
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upbringing and development of the child. The best interests of the
child will be their basic concern.215
The Committee, in its General Comment, develops the idea of what
would be the "best interest of the child" and weighs those rights against the
rights of the group to whom the child belongs. The Committee stated in
paragraph 30 that "In the case of children, the best interests of the child
cannot be neglected or violated in preference for the best interests of the
group."216 The same General Comment states the Committee thought
"there may be a distinction between the best interests of the individual
child, and the best interests of children as a group."2 17 Further, the
committee found the best interests of the individual child to be the primary
concern over the cultural rights of the tribe, especially in a court or
218
administrative adjudication.
In regard to the right to life, the CRC is clear in stating that every child
has an inherent right to life219 and that "States Parties shall ensure to the
maximum extent possible the survival and development of the child."2 20
The Committee, in General Comment n. 7 (2005), expressed that:
Article 6 refers to the child's inherent right to life and States
parties' obligation to ensure, to the maximum extent possible, the
survival and development of the child. States parties are urged to
take all possible measures to . . . reduce infant and child mortality,
and create conditions that promote the well-being of all young
children during this critical phase of their lives .... Ensuring
survival and physical health are priorities, but States parties are
reminded that article 6 encompasses all aspects of development,
and that a young child's health and psychosocial well-being are in
many respects interdependent.22'
As indigenous victims of infanticide are often those born with some
kind of disability,222 the Committee expressed that "[t]he inherent right to
life, survival and development is a right that warrants particular attention
where children with disabilities are concerned." 22 3  Material to the
infanticide problem, the Committee also noted in this particular respect
that:
215. Convention on the Rights of the Child, supra note 162, at art. 18.1.
216. U.N. Committee on the Rights of the Child, 50th Sess., Geneva Convention Gen.
Comment, 130, U.N. Doc. CRC/C/GC/1 1 (Jan. 30, 2009).
217. Id. at $32.
218. Id.
219. Convention on the Rights of the Child, supra note 162, at art. 6.1.
220. Id. at art. 6.2.
221. Submission ofReports by States Parties, supra note 209, at 4, 10.
222. Please see IIC. The Practice of Indigenous Infanticide.
223. U.N. Committee on the Rights of the Child, Geneva Convention, Gen. Comments on
its 43rd Sess., 9, 31, U.N. CRC/C/9 (Sep. 11-29, 2006).
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In many countries of the world children with disabilities are subject
to a variety of practices that completely or partially compromise
this right. In addition to being more vulnerable to infanticide,
some cultures view a child with any form of disability as a bad
omen that may "tarnish the family pedigree" and, accordingly, a
certain designated individual from the community systematically
kills children with disabilities. These crimes often go unpunished
or perpetrators receive reduced sentences. States parties are urged
to undertake all the necessary measures required to put an end to
these practices, including raising public awareness, setting up
appropriate legislation and enforcing laws that [ensure] . . . the
right to life, survival and development of children with
disabilities.224
In this regard, the CRC also urges in Article 24.3, "States Parties shall
take all effective and appropriate measures with a view to abolishing
traditional practices prejudicial to the health of children." 2 25 Contrary to
killing the disabled child, the CRC claims in Article 23.1 that "States
Parties recognize that a mentally or physically disabled child should enjoy
a full and decent life, in conditions which ensure dignity, promote self-
reliance and facilitate the child's active participation in the community." 2 26
Going further, the CRC states in Article 23.2 that State Parties must
recognize the right of the disabled child to special care and shall
encourage and ensure the extension, subject to available resources,
to the eligible child and those responsible for his or her care, of
assistance for which application is made and which is appropriate
to the child's condition and to the circumstances of the parents or
others caring for the child.
The CRC also urges in Article 37 that "States Parties shall ensure that:
(a) No child shall be subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment"228 and also, in Article 19.1, that "States
Parties shall take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social and
educational measures to protect the child from all forms of physical or
mental violence. ... 229
One very important principle regarding the CRC is that the protection
of a child's right to life and integrity must be ensured and enforced
irrespective of their parents' "race, color, sex, language, religion, political
or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, property, disability, birth,
224. U.N. Committee on the Rights of the Child, Geneva Convention, supra note 223.
225. Convention on the Rights of the Child, supra note 162, at art. 24.3.
226. Id. at art. 23.1.
227. Id. at art. 23.2.
228. Id. at art. 37.
229. Id. at art. 19.1.
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or other status."230 In this regard, the CRC urges that States Parties take
"appropriate measures to ensure that the child is protected against all forms
of discrimination or punishment on the basis of the status, activities,
expressed opinions, or beliefs of the child's parents, legal guardians, or
family members." 231
The CRC disregards the fact that infanticide might be considered a
non-harmful cultural practice within certain indigenous tribes and extends
its protection over the children who live there. In this sense, from any
point of view, infanticide is not tolerable, acceptable, or lawful in the
CRC.232
F. THE CONVENTION CONCERNING INDIGENOUS AND TRIBAL PEOPLES IN
INDEPENDENT COUNTRIES AND THE UNITED NATIONS DECLARATION
ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
The Convention Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in
Independent Countries (No. 169) is an International Labor Organization
convention. It was adopted on June 27, 1989, by the General Conference at
its seventy-sixth session.233 Convention Number 169 seeks to promote the
"full realization of the social, economic and cultural rights of [indigenous]
peoples with respect for their social and cultural identity, their customs and
traditions and their institutions."2 34
Convention Number 169 also recognizes the importance of the "social,
cultural, religious and spiritual values and practices of indigenous
peoples," 235 in Article 5:
In applying the provisions of this Convention: (a) the social,
cultural, religious and spiritual values and practices of these
peoples shall be recognized and protected, and due account shall be
taken of the nature of the problems which face them both as groups
and as individuals; (b) the integrity of the values, practices and
institutions of these peoples shall be respected.2 36
Like Convention Number 169, the United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous PeopleS237 (The Declaration) recognizes "the urgent
need to respect and promote the inherent rights of indigenous peoples
which derive from their political, economic and social structures and from
230. Convention on the Rights of the Child, supra note 162, at art. 2.1.
231. Id. at art. 2.2.
232. Id. at art. 2.1.
233. Brazil ratified the Convention on April 19, 2004.
234. Convention Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries,
supra note 163, at art. 2.2,
235. Id. at art. 5.
236. Id.
237. UNDRIP, supra note 166.
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their cultures, spiritual traditions, histories and philosophies."2 38 Adopted
by the United Nations General Assembly during its 62nd session on
September 13, 2007,239 the Declaration seeks to "enhance harmonious and
cooperative relations between the State and indigenous peoples, based on
principles of justice, democracy, respect for human rights, non-
discrimination and good faith." 240
In many articles, the Convention assures indigenous peoples the right
to manifest and practice their culture without any outside interference. For
instance, Article 8.1 prescribes that "indigenous peoples and individuals
have the right not to be subjected to forced assimilation or destruction of
their culture."24 1 In Article 12, it states that "indigenous peoples have the
right to manifest, practice, develop and teach their spiritual and religious
traditions, customs and ceremonies. 242 Finally, in Article 31, the
Declaration establishes that "indigenous peoples have the right to maintain,
control, protect and develop their cultural heritage."24 3
Nevertheless, the very same Declaration also states that nothing in it
"may be interpreted as implying for any State, people, group or person any
right to engage in any activity or to perform any act contrary to the Charter
of the United Nations."244 The Charter of the United Nations' purpose is to
promote and encourage respect for human rights.245 The Declaration itself
confirms the purpose expressed in the Charter when it states that "in the
exercise of the rights enunciated in the present Declaration, human rights
and fundamental freedoms of all shall be respected."2 4 6
As the right to life is one of the most fundamental human rights, this
means that nothing in the Declaration can be interpreted in a sense that
harms this right. It then follows that indigenous people have the right to
freely choose and practice their culture only if the right to life is fully
protected, respected, and safeguarded.
In this respect, the Declaration is firm in recognizing and declaring the
indigenous right to life. For instance, Article 1 states that "indigenous
peoples have the right to the full enjoyment, as a collective or as
individuals, of all human rights and fundamental freedoms as recognized in
the Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and international human rights law." 2 47
238. UNDRIP, supra note 166, at Preamble.
239. The Convention was ratified by Brazil in the year of 2007.
240. UNDRIP, supra note 166, at Preamble (emphasis added).
241. Id. at art. 8.
242. Id. at art. 12.
243. Id. at art. 31.
244. Id. at art. 46.
245. Charter of the United Nations, 59 Stat. 1031; T.S. 993, at art. 3 [hereinafter UNC].
246. UNDRIP, supra note 166, at art. 46.
247. Id. at art. 1.
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"Indigenous individuals have the rights to life, physical and mental
integrity, liberty and security of person." 2 4 8 Moreover, the Declaration
states that, regarding the right to life and economic and social conditions,
"particular attention shall be paid to the rights and special needs of
indigenous elders, women, youth, children and persons with disabilities."2 49
Although Convention Number 169 guarantees indigenous rights, it also
states that these customs shall not be protected when incompatible with
fundamental rights.250 In this manner, Article 8.2 prescribes that:
[T]hese peoples shall have the right to retain their own customs and
institutions, where these are not incompatible with fundamental
rights defined by the national legal system and with internationally
recognized human rights. Procedures shall be established,
whenever necessary, to resolve conflicts which may arise in the
application of this principle.2 51
The Convention goes further, stating that governments shall have the
responsibility "to protect the rights of these peoples and to guarantee
respect for their integrity." 2 52  It also requires that States take special
measures for safeguarding the lives of indigenous people, as stated in
Article 4.1.253
G. THE UNESCO UNIVERSAL DECLARATION ON CULTURAL DIVERSITY
AND THE CONVENTION ON THE PROTECTION AND PROMOTION OF THE
DIVERSITY OF CULTURAL EXPRESSIONS
The UNESCO Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity254 was
adopted by the 31st session of the UNESCO General Conference, on
November 2, 2001 .255 This declaration begins by "affirming that respect
for the diversity of cultures, tolerance, dialogue and cooperation, in a
climate of mutual trust and understanding are among the best guarantees of
international peace and security."256 The UNESCO Declaration expresses
cultural rights as "an enabling environment for cultural diversity,"2 57 and
states that "cultural rights are an integral part of human rights, which are
universal, indivisible and interdependent."2 58
248. UNDRIP, supra note 166, at art. 7.
249. Id. at art. 21.2.
250. Convention Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries,
supra note 163, at art. 8.2.
251. Id.
252. Id. at art. 2.1.
253. Id. at art. 4.1.
254. Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity, supra note 164.
255. Brazil signed the Declaration on January 1, 2007.
256. Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity, supra note 164, at Preamble.
257. Id. at art. 5.
258. Id.
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Similarly, the Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the
Diversity of Cultural Expressions, of October 20, 2005, affirms that
cultural diversity "is a defining characteristic of humanity" 259 and "should
be cherished and preserved for the benefit of all." 26 0 The Convention adds
that "cultural diversity creates a rich and varied world, which increases the
range of choices and nurtures human capacities and values, and therefore is
a mainspring for sustainable development for communities, peoples and
nations."2 61
However, although both international documents express the
importance of cultural practices, they are clear in stating that "the defense
of cultural diversity is an ethical imperative, inseparable from respect for
human dignity. It implies a commitment to human rights and fundamental
freedoms, in particular the rights of persons belonging to minorities and
those of indigenous peoples." 26 2
In this regard, the UNESCO Declaration prescribes that "no one may
invoke cultural diversity to infringe upon human rights guaranteed by
international law, nor to limit their scope., 26 3  In this sense, cultural
diversity cannot be invoked to justify the violation of the right to life
guaranteed by international law and expressed in infanticide practices
among indigenous tribes in Brazil.
V. ADVOCACY AND LOBBYING AGAINST INDIGENOUS
INFANTICIDE PRACTICES IN BRAZIL
Culture plays a very important role in a group, but there must be a
fair balance between cultural practices and human rights when a right to
life comes into play. Here, I address the issue of infanticide from an
international human rights law perspective-bearing in mind that a "strict"
cultural relativism approach may sometimes lead to justify harmful
practices against children.
Here, I propose a dogmatic approach towards infanticide and urge that
there is no excuse to make use of violence against children.2 64 It must not
be acceptable in any way whatsoever that killing children can be
legitimated by culture.
In this sense, "although the notion of [cultural autonomy and]
unequivocal tolerance [with indigenous infanticide practices] may sound
appealing [at first], when carried through to its logical end, it can be
259. Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity, supra note 164, at art. 5.
260. Id. at Preamble.
261. Id.
262. Id. at art. 4.
263. Id.
264. "No violence against children is justifiable." U.N. Secretary General, Promotion and
Protection of the Rights Rights of the Child, at 5, U.N. Doc. A/61/299 (Aug. 2006).
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incredibly dangerous."265 When it appears that children are disadvantaged
or disproportionately burdened by a tradition, the benefits of "the cultural
practice and the harm of the human rights violation must be weighed
against each other." 26 6 Placed in this light, infanticide cultural practices
withdraw the right to life from the child. Indigenous people have the right
to practice their culture, but, on the other hand, indigenous children have
the right to life.
There is a movement towards stopping infanticide in some tribes in
Brazil. But this is not enough. Lack of information and lack of access to
basic resources hinders indigenous realization of the harm done by killing
their children. "Culture and tradition do not necessarily make a practice
right, lawful or desirable." 26 7  Past colonial mistakes cannot guide
omissions in the present. Although interventionist dialogue is not desirable,
it is necessary when the right to life is concerned. For some indigenous
people, the fact that infanticide is an ancient tradition only strengthens the
necessity of learning and sharing experiences, as well as the necessity of
dialogue, exchange, and protection of these most vulnerable children.
Infanticide has to be brought to the attention of the national
government agenda. Brazil must engage in a dialogue with indigenous
tribes that practice infanticide, through cooperation, understanding, and
exchange. The proposal is not to impose behavior on indigenous
populations, but to create a sense of awareness of the harm infanticide
causes. The proposal is to promote children's right to life and health.
There must be investment in training people, health workers, medical
assistants, NGOs and, moreover, indigenous leaders to make the change
come from within. The change is possible, urgent, and needed.
VI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BRAZIL
Recall the Convention of the Rights of the Child, which establishes that
indigenous children are holders of individual rights,268 and establishes
States parties' obligation to "promote and protect the human rights of all
indigenous children." 2 69  To that end, Brazil should incorporate the
following recommendations from the United Nations Committee on the
Rights of the Child into its domestic legislation:
265. Jaimee K. Wellerstein, In the Name of Tradition: Eradicating the Harmful Practice of
Female Genital Mutilation, 22 LoY. L.A. INT'L & CoMP. L.J. 99, 125 (1999).
266. Small Bilyeu, supra note 147, at 465.
267. Alexi Nicole Wood, A Cultural Rite of Passage or a Form of Torture: Female
Genital Mutilation from an International Law Perspective, 12 HASTINGS WOMEN'S L.J. 347,
352 (2001).
268. Violence Against Children, supra note 204.
269. Committee on the Rights of the Child, 34th Sess., Day of General Discussion on the
Rights ofIndigenous Children: Recommendations at 1 (Sep. 15-Oct. 30, 2003) available at
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/crc/docs/discussionlindigenouschildren.pdf
[hereinafter Recommendations].
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Identify unique issues indigenous people confront regarding
disabilities, families, and communities;
"Understand the ways in which contemporary Indigenous people
view the concept of disability and identify the implications of this
view(s) for providing support and care to a person with a
disability";270
"Identify barriers that prevent Indigenous people with disabilities,
[and] their families ... from accessing family, community and
formal services";271
The Brazilian government should strengthen "mechanisms for data
collection on children so as to identify existing gaps and barriers to
the enjoyment of human rights by indigenous children, and with a
view to developing legislation, policies and programmes to address
such gaps and barriers";2 7 2
The Brazilian government should "work closely with indigenous
peoples and organizations to seek consensus on development
strategies, policies and projects aimed at implementing children's
rights, and set up adequate institutional mechanisms involving all
relevant actors and provide sufficient funding to facilitate the
participation of children in the design, implementation and
evaluation of these programmes and policies"; 2 73
The Brazilian government, along with international organizations
and civil society should "strengthen efforts to educate and train
relevant professionals working with and for indigenous children on
the Convention and the rights of indigenous peoples"; 2 74
The Brazilian government should "take all necessary measures to
implement the right to health of indigenous children, in view of the
comparatively low indicators regarding child mortality,
immunization and nutrition that affect this group of children." 27 5
VII. WHO CARES ABOUT THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS
CHILDREN? SHOULDN'T WE ALL?
Indigenous children are human beings with an inherent right to life.
Scholars and advocates have largely framed the discourse on infanticide in
270. Margaret O'Neill, Ellie Kirov & Neil Thompson, A Review of the Literature on
Disability Services for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples, 4 AUSTL. INDIGENOUS
HEALTH BULL., Oct.-Dec. 2004, at 1.
271. Id.
272. Id. at 2.
273. O'Neill, Kirov & Thompson, supra note 270, at 2.
274. Id. at 3.
275. Id. at 4.
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indigenous tribes as a conflict between the ability of the indigenous peoples
to preserve and practice their cultures, and internationally recognized
individual rights that forbid infanticide. However, one cannot define the
right to life in terms of Cultural Relativism and Cultural Universalism
because life is the sine qua non condition for the existence of culture.
It is important to remember the substantive purpose and value of local
culture. As the Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the
Diversity of Cultural Expressions affirmed, cultural diversity is a defining
characteristic of humanity that should be cherished and preserved because
it increases the richness of the human experience. Local culture, including
indigenous culture, functions as a wellspring for the sustainable
development of peoples, communities, and nations. This understanding of
culture implies an underlying commitment to human rights and
fundamental freedoms, including the inherent right to live.
The right to life is transcendent of individual cultures, intrinsically
bound to all humanity. It is both the cornerstone and the pillar supporting
all other human rights. As such, cultural diversity cannot be invoked to
justify indigenous infanticide, a snuffing of the right to life. Rather, the
right to life must be honored and protected as a way of protecting culture.
International law establishes minimum individual rights standards, such as
the individual right to life, which cultural rights cannot modify or diminish.
With the promulgation of various international human rights treaties,
members of the international community, including Brazil, have committed
to taking positive steps to ensure the protection of the fundamental dignities
of all people. Why shouldn't the security promised by these commitments,
then, extend to indigenous children?
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